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Private Equity Program
Advisory Board

Message from

Donna M. Hitscherich ’90

Senior Lecturer in the Discipline of Business Finance and
Director of the Private Equity Program

Gary Appel ’77
Executive in Residence, Columbia Business
School; Vice Chairman of Corporate InvestmentNorth America at Investcorp International Inc.

Dear Friends of the Private Equity Program,

Jeffrey Barber ’01

Hope you had a restful summer. As we gear up for Fall 2019,
we wanted to make sure you know how grateful we are for
your continued support and to inform you of some of the major
near term initiatives of the Program. It is our hope that you
will continue to engage with the Program and feel free to offer any suggestions you may
have for additional programming.

Managing Director, TA Associates, Inc.  

Charles Buaron ’14
Principal, Oakhill Capital

Kenneth A. Buckfire ’87
Co-President & Managing Director,
Miller Buckfire

The M&A@Columbia Business School online course kicks off again for the Fall 2019
semester on September 16. This offering is a collaboration with Executive Education
and in its offering in April 2019 reached over 130 students in 35 countries all over
the world. M&A@Columbia Buisness School represents our second collaboration with
Executive Education. By partnering with Columbia’s Executive Education we have
expanded the Program’s reach globally in ways that in person offerings cannot achieve.
There is still time to register for the class and I encourage you to think about any
colleagues you have who you believe may benefit from such an offering.

Neal Costello ’08

Managing Director, Alpinvest Partners

David E. De Leeuw ’69
Co-Founder and Co-President,
Lion Chemical Partners

Hythem El Nazer ’08

Managing Director, TA Associates

The 2020 PE Fellows class is starting this Fall with a kick-off session on September 15.
The success of the Fellows Program is predicated on the dedication of our alumni who
volunteer to lead classroom case discussions and our over 100 active alumni mentors.
If you wish to consider speaking at a classroom session or becoming a mentor, contact
the Program at pep@gsb.columbia.edu.

Sean P. Epstein ’04

Head EMEA/MEE, SAP Global Private Equity

Stewart K.P. Gross ’87

Managing Director, Lightyear Capital

Rebecca John ’01

The “Diversity, Inclusion and Innovation” case competition, sponsored by the Private
Equity Program and KKR, will begin with a kick-off held on October 10, 2019. Launched
in Fall 2018, in collaboration with KKR, the competition introduces students of all different
backgrounds to the private equity industry. Last fall over 130 students, including MBAs
and EMBAs, participated in the competition (see page 6).

Former Partner, Lexington Partners

Jeff Rojek ’96

Global Lead Partner, KPMG

Alan Wilkinson ’84

Finally, we are looking forward to the 9th Annual Deal Camp to beheld on December
5-8, 2019 at Gurneys in Montauk. This Program is an Executive Education offering with
professionals joining us in Montauk from all over the world. Applications are currently being
accepted. Please consider sharing the details of Deal Camp with colleagues whom you
believe could benefit from the Deal Camp experience (see page 7).

Partner, AEA Investors, LP

As always, if Greta Larson or I can be of assistance to you or if you have news you would
like to share, please each out to us.

Member, Client and Partner Group, KKR

Steve Winograd ’82

Managing Director, PennantPark
Investment Advisers

Alisa A. Wood ’08

Best wishes for a productive fall.
Kind regards,

Donna M. Hitscherich
office: 212-854-0763
@dmhcbspe

email :

dmh9@gsb.columbia.edu

Members of the Advisory Board at the
Advisory Board Dinner, September 26, 2019.

Donna M. Hitscherich
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Upcoming Events 2019
SEPTEMBER 16, 2019

OCTOBER 10, 2019

Online Course starts - CBS@M&A

KKR Diversity, Inclusion & Innovation
Competition Kick-off for MBA students

NOVEMBER 8, 2019

DECEMBER 5-8, 2019

Women in Alternative Investments
Career Forum

9th Annual Deal Camp

For more information about any of these events, please contact the Program at
pep@gsb.columbia.edu
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What The Program
Has Been Doing
See more at
www8.gsb.columbia.edu/privateequity/
1. April 25, 2019
PE Fellows Graduation Reception

1

PE Fellows Graduates and their Mentors celebrated
at the SAP Hudson Yards location - hosted by Sean Epstein ’04.

2. May 6, 2019
Columbia Business School Annual Dinner

3. July 23, 2019
Women in Finance Event at EY
The Annual Women in Finance event for current and admitted
students with Heilbrunn Center hosted by EY.
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4. July 2019
Youth About Business Camp
The Program again hosted Youth About Business camp
for the summer.

All photo albums from these events are available
on our Flickr account
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Columbia PE Program
@cbspe

Private Equity Program Photos

Private Equity Program on Twitter

We are always posting new photos on our Flickr account!

Follow Private Equity Program on Twitter for PE News and the
latest at Columbia Business School @cbspe

flickr.com/photos/cbspeprogram
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Featured Content
Demystifying Cloud (Part III):
Cloud Transition and Decision framework
Authors: Sean Epstein ’04, Head of SAP Private Equity, EMEA;
Srinivas Rapthadu, Resident Fellow SAP Private Equity
More and more Private Equity funds and their portfolio companies are having to evaluate the merits and approach
to moving their technology to the Cloud. While the Cloud offers numerous benefits with regards to cost, agility, and
innovation, it is important to maintain a broad view on how current infrastructure supports business needs, and how
a change affects bottom-line cost savings and top-line growth. Cloud services offer optimal resource utilization and
greater budget flexibility, with the ability to manage costs at a Line of Business (LOB) level, or on a subsidiary level.

Sample Customer Migration to Cloud Service Model
Consider a consumer electronics retail company in the mid-market segment with omnichannel presence. The company
has standardized business processes: inventory management, supplier management, CRM, and eCommerce. The
company also holds a number of unique and advantageous processes that differentiate it from competitors. Currently,
all the processes are supported by homegrown on-premise applications, along with a large IT team and high TCO.
With the high adaption of digital technologies, retail companies like this one are expected to provide a seamless consumer
experience with personalized offerings in real time, across all platforms. In order to meet such demanding business
needs, companies in the space must focus on implementing competitive technologies, especially those that allow them
to eliminate non-core admin tasks, such as manual maintenance and the upgrading of hardware and software.
The company can sort their applications into three categories: one, commodified business processes (non-core
standardized), such as proll; two, specialized custom applications that enable a distinct and robust consumer experience;
and three, proprietary applications and data. All three categories provide companies with competitive advantages,
whether through the company’s pricing engine or in personalized customer promotions.
If the company decides it would be advantageous to move their basic business processes to the Cloud, they could
leverage a SaaS model that enables their employees to use software applications without maintaining or upgrading them.
SaaS applications are hosted by the Cloud providers in their data centers, thereby eliminating the need for hardware
customers would have maintained otherwise for in house applications.
The company does have more specialized applications, all of which need to be developed and integrated by their in-house
technology teams: data scientists, business analysts, and integration specialists. However, the underlying hardware and
foundation software (operating systems, database, middleware) do not provide any competitive advantage and do not
need to be maintained in-house. Thus, the company chooses to leverage a PaaS model for these applications, thereby
enabling the company’s specialists to remain focused on their high-impact custom applications.
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Lastly, the company decides it wants full control of the development and maintenance of the pricing engine application–
database, operating system, software–and its corresponding data. In this scenario, the ideal path would be for the
company to leverage IaaS for pricing engine application. IaaS allows the company to migrate their hardware needs
(servers, storing, networking) and hardware-related maintenance to an outside party, so that the company can remain
focused on the application development, where they need the most control.

Decision Framework
In this decision framework, there are a set of questions to assess how a company’s current IT setup is handling resource
utilization and business agility. The decision framework can be used for assessment at the organization level, subsidiary
level, or LOB level in order to decide how soon a Cloud migration should occur.

Optimal Resource Utilization (Infrastructure and Labor) Reduces Costs
• Does your current infrastructure landscape consist of legacy systems with high maintenance costs
(regular operations and upgrade costs)?
• Does your current business, or specific LOBs, have fragmented demand with seasonal high-utilization,
but low-utilization during the rest of the time?
• Do you maintain additional hardware to meet the seasonal high demand?
• Do you have frequent production outages that lead to increased costs?
• Do you have challenges finding the right talent to develop or manage IT?

Business Agility Provides a Competitive Advantage and Potential Revenue Growth
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does it take a long time (months or years) to add new business requirements or functionality?
Does it take a long time for you to procure the additional infrastructure to meet unanticipated demand?
Do you have increased effort and costs to close periods?
Do you have excess effort in finance – especially for timely reporting and analysis?
Do you have subsidiaries with different infrastructure landscapes that also have high maintenance costs?
Do you have challenges integrating reorganizations, mergers, and acquisitions?

As Cloud-based infrastructure becomes table stakes across industries and LOBs, legacy IT landscapes will become
increasingly obsolete as competitors leverage the operating efficiencies, innovation, and cost benefits of Cloud.
For businesses, assessing a Cloud migration is no longer an “if” but “when”, an essential step towards derisking
the IT aspects of a business case.

This article is part of a series - the first two articles are available on the PE Program web site:
• Demystifying Cloud (Part I): Cloud Motivation and Economics, access at bit.ly/2kGju16
• Demystifying Cloud (Part II): Cloud Service and Deployment Models, access at bit.ly/2kV0w77
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Alumni News

KKR DIVERSITY, INCLUSION AND
INNOVATION COMPETITION
All students welcome to participate!

Adi Brenner ’15 has joined as vice president,
private equity/ special situations at CDIB Capital
International Corporation

Columbia Business School
Students are all invited
to participate in the 2019
CBS/KKR Diversity, Inclusion
and Innovation Case
Competition. As part of
the competition, teams will
identify and pitch a company
as a Leveraged Buyout
(“LBO”) candidate and have
the opportunity to present to
an ‘Investment Committee’
comprised of Executives
at KKR.

Charles Buaron ’14 has joined as a principal
at Oak Hill Capital

Ciara Burnham ’93 has joined as partner
at QED Investors

Kevin Collins ’17 and the team at GHK Partners LP
completed recapitalization of Brown and Settle, Inc.

Sean Epstein ’04 has been named by SAP as

Note: PE Backgrounds are not required. We encourage
students from all backgrounds to participate.

its global head of private equity. See Sean’s articles
in the newsletter

For more information, please contact
Greta Larson at pep@gsb.columbia.edu

Sallie Krawcheck ’92 talked about her work at
Ellevest with Trevor Noah. Watch the entire interview
at on.cc.com/2Uznwor

PRIVATE EQUITY PROGRAM RESEARCH

Gen Xers Needed!

Lauren Mulholland ’12, Partner at Middleground
Capital closed the firm’s second transaction in April with
the acquisition of Peterson Spring. Middleground recently
closed its first fund at $459.5 Million

The Program’s research survey developed with
Damon J. Phillips, Lambert Family Professor of
Social Enterprise, is available for all professionals!
In particular we could use some more responses
from Gen X professionals.
www8.gsb.columbia.edu/privateequity/survey

Jake Olson ’14 has joined as principal
at Vestar Capital.

Feel free to share with your colleagues.
Thank you in advance for your time and participation!

Alisa Wood ’08 was honored at the John Jay Dinner

Be a part of Columbia research!

by Columbia College this spring.
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Columbia Business School’s
Private Equity Intensive for Professionals

9th Annual Deal Camp
in Montauk
Beginning Private Equity at “The End”

December 5–8, 2019

www8.gsb.columbia.edu/execed/program-pages/details/1390/DC

Each winter 100 members and friends of the Columbia Business School community,
including current MBA students, law students, alumni, and industry professionals gather at
the oceanfront conference facilities located in Montauk, NY for an innovative seminar/retreat
called Deal Camp.
Created by the Private Equity Program in 2011, the driving force for the establishment of
Deal Camp was the recognition of the need for current students and those considering a
career transition into the private equity industry and related fields to feel better prepared
to handle the “nuts and bolts” practical questions that arise in job interviews.
Deal Camp offers interactive presentations and case studies from a variety of industry
professionals in an intimate and high-intensity learning environment away from the
distractions of everyday school and work life. Each evening culminates in attendees
and speakers having a sit-down dinner where they have the opportunity to relax from
the day’s events.

“When I look back at my experience at Columbia five or ten years, I’m going
to remember Deal Camp and the impact it had on my career … it’s going
to go down as one of those … experiences that really had an impact on the
way I viewed the world, viewed myself and viewed my career.”
“I learned far more than I could have
hoped for ... besides having a nice break
from NYC noise and pollution.”
— First year student

“All speakers [at Deal Camp] were
excellent and collectively provided a
robust overview on the industry and
the deal process. I’m fortunate to have
participated in the inaugural session
and am certain the conference will be
sought after in years to come.”

“I had an absolutely tremendous benefit
from attending deal camp. I really
appreciated the opportunity to meet
with current students as well as
practitioners in [private equity].”
— Columbia Business School Alum

— Second year student

If you are interested in attending Deal Camp in the future or in becoming a sponsor of Deal Camp please
contact: Greta Larson, Senior Associate Director of the Private Equity Program at gl2304@gsb.columbia.edu.
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The Private Equity Program at Columbia Business School
gratefully acknowledges

To make a gift to the
Private Equity Program
or learn about
sponsorship opportunities,
please contact:
Helen Schreiber
Assistant Director,
Major Gifts, External Relations
and Development
phone : 212-851-4312
hc2701@gsb.columbia.edu

For more information
about any of these
events, please contact
the Program at
pep@gsb.columbia.edu

Firms that present cases:
Apollo, Carlyle Group, Clayton Dublier & Rice, Commonfund, CVC, HPS Capital,
General Atlantic, MFG Partners, Stellex Capital, TPG and more
Representative Hiring Firms:

Hire Columbia!
If you are a recruiter or private equity professional interested in discussing Columbia
recruiting, have comments or questions, or wish to see the Deal Camp or Fellows
Program resume book,please contact us. If you have a specific job ready to post, go
directly to gsb.columbia.edu/jobpost.

Donna M. Hitscherich
Director,
Private Equity Program
phone : 212-854-0763
mobile : 917-691-5948
dmh9@gsb.columbia.edu

Greta E. Larson
Senior Associate Director,
Private Equity Program
phone : 212-854-7989
gl2304@gsb.columbia.edu
PRIVATE EQUITY FELLOWS, CLASS OF 2018
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